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Ontario’s Agricultural Resource
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There are more farmers in
Ontario than in any other
Canadian province. 26%
of the national total (Stats
Can. 2016)

Farmland Available for Production
Settlement Areas and Rural
Residential uses

Institutional
Uses

30% of
Ontario’s
prime
agricultural
land is
used for
nonagricultural
purposes

Wetlands
and
Woodlots
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Ontario

1.2

1.4%

4.1

4.4 %

Greater
Golden
Horseshoe

0.4

16 %

1.3

40%

Greenbelt

0.2

20%

0.3

37%

The GGH comprises only 3.5% of Ontario
but has 42% of Ontario’s Class 1 land.
Pits and
Quarries

Recreation
Uses

Roads and Infrastructure
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Area of
Class 1 land
(mill ha)

Area estimates are based on total land
area with non-agricultural uses excluded;
the numbers over-estimate the amount of
prime agricultural land still available since
excluded settlement areas are based on
2006 data.

Challenges to Farmland Protection
•

Despite relatively strong land use policies, farmland loss continues.
• Primarily lost to urban development and other non-agricultural uses
• Ontario has lost over 1 million hectares of agricultural land since
1976.
• Public perception that farmland is abundant – rather than a limited
resource.

•

Fragmentation of farmland continues to be a concern, both farm lots
and residential lots:
• Some stakeholders continue to advocate for smaller lot sizes,
despite evidence showing there is no shortage of existing small lots.
•
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‘As of right’ zoning permissions to
construct dwellings puts smaller
agricultural lots under pressure
for residential development.

Farmland Protection in Ontario – History
•

1975 General Election
• NDP election platform pushes government to protect
farmland – using the newly constructed CN Tower as a
benchmark.
• “On a clear day, over 1/3 of Canada’s best agricultural
land can be seen from the top of Toronto’s CN Tower.”

Photo Credit: Wladyslaw

•

1978 Foodland Guidelines issued.
• Municipalities identify and protect prime agricultural areas
in their official plans.
• Emphasis is on identifying larger areas using
identifiable boundaries (e.g. roads) and soils mapping.
Municipalities do their own mapping.
• Limit permitted uses and lot creation.
• Process for the re-designation of agricultural areas for
urban expansion and other land uses (e.g. gravel pits, golf
courses, etc.).
• The approach can be summed up as ‘protect it all, but allow
for an orderly retreat’.

Farmland Protection in Ontario – History
•

•
•

•
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Government policy reviews in 1983, 1995, 1996, 2005 and 2014 minor revisions but fundamentally the approach to protecting
farmland remains the same.
2005 - Concept of an ‘agricultural system’ is introduced in the
Greenbelt Plan – but not defined.
2017 – Coordinated review of provincial land use plans in the Greater
Golden Horseshoe (GGH) – adoption of an Agricultural System
approach in the GGH.
• Province took the unprecedented step of mapping the PAA
across the GGH using a consistent approach across
municipalities to achieve continuity across boundaries;
municipalities now working with Province to refine and
implement mapping.
2020 – Update of Provincial Policy
Statement encourages municipalities
outside of the GGH to take an Agricultural
Systems approach.

Agricultural System Approach
An Agricultural System is a group of inter-connected elements that together create a viable, thriving
agricultural sector.

Agricultural Land Base
Continuous, productive land base composed of
prime agricultural areas and other lower
capability lands supporting agricultural
production
•
•
•

Broad scale mapping uses a consistent methodology
across the GGH region to protect prime agricultural areas.
Municipalities may refine the provincial mapping.
No changes to existing Greenbelt Plan specialty crop
areas (Niagara, Holland Marsh).
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Agri-Food Network
Infrastructure, services, and agri-food assets
(processors, feed mills, etc.) important to the
viability of the agri-food sector
•
•

Web-based Agricultural System portal makes it
easy to see the agri-food network for land use
planning and economic development.
The portal combines agri-food supply chain
information from municipal, agri-food industry and
provincial sources.

Why take an Agricultural System approach?
•
•
•

•
•

The agri-food sector is one of the biggest and most resilient
sectors of the economy, with good growth potential.
It’s the foundation of thriving rural communities, food
culture and good health.
Ontarians expect government to protect the best farmland.
Farmers need to know the land is secure to make business
decisions…but that’s not all.

Critical needs for the Agri Food Sector:
• A welcoming business environment.
• Supportive rural communities.
• Infrastructure, services and a
complete supply chain.
• Healthy soil, water and air.

Example of an Agricultural System

Animal
feed
Seed Supplier
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Growing

Transportation

Processing

Agricultural System Approach to Mapping
•

Aims for continuity of protection of prime agricultural areas across the GGH
based on consistent criteria applied across the entire area:
•

~ 84% is already designated PAA in municipal official plans; the balance
meets the broad PAA definition based on OMAFRA’s LEAR study.

•

Addresses issues arising at boundaries due to different approaches to
mapping in the past.

•

Consistent approach to nomenclature and mapping of overlap in the
agricultural system and natural heritage system.
•

Recognizes the important role of
rural lands in supporting
agriculture and elements of the
agri-food network.

•

Opportunity to refine mapping at
municipal level as part of
conformity work and updating of
local planning documents.

Creating Conditions for a Thriving Agri-Food Sector

• OMAFRA web-based portal provides information for economic
development and land use planning purposes.
• Municipalities can support a thriving agri-food sector by:
• Considering impacts on the Agricultural System when decisions
are made on investments, growth, programs, policies, and
services.
• Engaging in agriculture economic development to strengthen the
sector.
• It is important to recognize that community capacity can vary.
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Permitted Uses in Prime Agricultural Areas
•

•
•
•
•
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Policies aligned across all prime
agricultural areas in Ontario, including
the Greater Golden Horseshoe:
agricultural uses, agriculture-related
uses, and on-farm diversified uses.
Aim to increase consistency across
Ontario and keep economic options
open on farm.
All municipal planning decisions must be consistent with
the PPS or provincial plans.
OMAFRA has developed guidelines to assist municipalities
with implementation.
Unfortunately, there continues to be a lag – as many
municipal official plans and zoning by-laws have not been
updated to reflect provincial policies.

Categories of Permitted Uses
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What’s the difference?

Agricultural Uses

Agriculture-Related Uses

On-farm Diversified Uses

Primary agriculture and
associated buildings and
structure

Compatible with agriculture

Compatible with agriculture

All types, sizes and intensities

On a farm or on a separate
parcel of land

Located on a farm

Normal farm practices are
promoted and protected

No area limit

Limited in area (see guideline
on area calculations)

Supports local farming:
commercial or industrial use
that provides products or
services to farms in the area as
its primary activity

Secondary to agriculture in
terms of land area
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All uses as long as all criteria
met

A Diversified Farm
Compatibility Tests
for ARU and OFDU
- Does not hinder
surrounding
agriculture
- Appropriate to rural
services and
infrastructure
- Maintains the
agricultural / rural
character of the area
- Meets all
environmental
standards
- Cumulative impact of
multiple uses in the
area does not
undermine agriculture

Agricultural
uses: crops, cold
storage

Agriculturerelated uses:
portion of farm
store selling
produce grown in
the area

On-farm
diversified
uses: bakery,
playground, portion
of farm store selling
other things
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